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same time that the gains in employees' morale gratified its
friends.
The public-works program was of course not perfect, nor
planned very logically. Like the people themselves, the ad-
ministration was loath to admit that relief had become ap-
parently a chronic problem* From this optimism stemmed
much of the program's makeshift character, its vacillating
theories concerning the federal obligation. Also, in retrospect
it seemed as if the WPA, with its free spending and quick
maneuverability to meet relief emergencies, should have come
prior to the cautious expenditure, the enmeshing of federal
with private enterprise, of the PWA. Yet in practice the cart
emerged before the horse*
The campaign of 1936 brought to the fore the whole New
Deal conception of government. Certainly the administra-
tion's activities seemed to offer targets vulnerable because of
their size and multiplicity. Here was Uncle Sam financing the
buying and vending of goods and the operation of ships and
railroads, managing currency and seeking to control prices,
generating and selling electric power, destroying and storing
agricultural commodities, teaching the farmer how to plow
and plant, supervising the diet of school children, draining
swamps, trafficking in real estate, sponsoring literature and
drama and art and folk dancing, and all the while describ-
ing ever widening circles of deficit financing. Opponents
turned their guns upon the New Deal's paternalism, its shapes
of concentrated power and monopoly, the alignment of class
against class, and a drift toward the "providential state'* such
as one saw in advanced stages in Russia, Germany and Italy.
Under the regime of the state as regulator always lurked the
danger that what paraded as the "public interest" would
really become the interests of a group—if not of industrial-
ists, bankers or war veterans, then of farmers, union labor
or the masses of the ne'er-do-well.
The editors of Middletown burnished up the old axiom
that "any man who is willing to work hard and to be thrifty

